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Update on selected West Mosul neighbourhoods, 26 April & 1 May
New IDP collection point
The junction between Al Risalah, Al Amil and Mosul al Jadidah (36°19′46.17″N 43°05′51.17″E) has become a
new pick-up point for IDPs fleeing frontline neighbourhoods to the north. There are MOMD coaches parked at
this junction waiting to collect IDPs walking south down the main road bordering the western edge of Al Abar
and Mosul al Jadidah – reportedly the main displacement route in this area – and from the west down the
southern edge of Al Risalah. Essentially, this location has taken the place of Baghdad Circle, the previous IDP
collection point within ISOF-controlled territory. As was the case in Baghdad Circle, men and boys 14 and
above are taken on separate coaches (or other transport) to Scorpion Junction for CTS screening while women
and children 13 and below are taken directly to Hamam al Alil screening site. We were told that informants are
used in this location (as in several others including Scorpion Junction) to identify ISIS suspects but that no
formal screening takes place here. During the two occasions on 1 May that we visited this junction, there were
no newly arrived IDPs boarding the coaches and no CTS personnel present.
Baghdad Circle is still operating as a kind of bus terminal. To travel out of the city, people from ISOF-controlled
areas walk to the circle to take an ISF truck to Scorpion Junction or Hamam al Alil; from there they travel
onwards independently. ISF trucks reportedly leave from both these locations to transport people back to
Baghdad Circle, where there are porters with trolleys to help transport extra belongings back to people’s
homes. The CTS conduct a cursory search of all bags as people embark and disembark the trucks.
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MOMD coaches lined up on the street between Al Risalah and Al Amil.

Update on western re-taken neighbourhoods
Population and displacement
In the area comprising Al Risalah, Nablous and Rajim al Hadid, broadly speaking, the further west you go, the
lower the current population, the smaller the response, and the greater the damage to houses and
infrastructure. While Al Risalah is heavily populated, the population of Nablous was estimated at around 40%
and Rajim al Hadid at 20%. To the north, the population of Al Yarmuk was estimated at under 20% and Al
Tanak at around 10%.
ISOF retook Al Tanak last week after prolonged, heavy fighting which caused almost the entire population to
displace. Some of these IDPs fled west towards Tell Kaysumah, but the majority went south, either straight to
Baghdad Circle (when it was still the main collection point for IDPs) and from there to Hamam al Alil, or to
relatives in safer neighbourhoods nearby such as Nablous, Al Risalah and Al Amil. Of this latter group, most
reportedly stayed for a few days and have now continued their journey towards Hamam al Alil and, from
there, on to East Mosul or elsewhere.
Mortars are less common in Al Yarmuk and reportedly no longer fall in Al Risalah, Nablous and Rajim al Hadid,
although Al Tanak still carries some risk. In general, mortar fire is increasingly focused on frontline areas rather
than a neighbourhood back, as has previously been the case. Due to the improved security situation, there are
some returns to Al Risalah, Nablous and Rajim al Hadid; however, an ISOF source estimated that for every one
or two families that return to this area, around ten leave. This is because support is not reaching them and
they have no money to buy it. A lack of food and water is currently the main reason for continued
displacement from retaken neighbourhoods in this area.
Needs and response
Among the neighbourhoods mentioned above, Al Risalah has so far received the greatest support, mainly due
to greater security, closer proximity to the main Baghdad road, and the establishment of a large PHC run by
IHAO which not only provides health care and limited food support, but has also encouraged the return of
markets.
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A well-stocked market on the street between Al Amil and Al Risalah.
Water: Water trucking is consistently the top priority in all retaken neighbourhoods, and IHAO started water
trucking in Al Risalah last week. Five water tankers fill up twice a day at the Ghazlani Water project in Al Wadi
al Jawsaq and pump water into the tanks on the roofs of houses, reportedly reaching each house in the
neighbourhood twice a week. When the tanks are damaged, residents bring large pots and basins to be filled.
IHAO has plans to expand the project in the wider area in partnership with an INGO using large communal
tanks placed on the streets. CAOFISR are also responding in this area with clean water trucking, as well as
some privately owned commercial tankers, which reportedly pump dirty water from the Tigris. However,
according to residents, areas of Nablous and the whole of Rajim al Hadid and Al Yarmuk have not yet received
any assistance, even from ISOF. Most residents, particularly in Al Yarmuk, drink water from wells, although in
Rajim al Hadid there is reportedly a sealed water tank from which some residents are still able to collect clean
water.
Food: Residents in all the neighbourhoods visited except Al Risalah complained that assistance had not
reached them, even from ISOF. This is most likely because the main ISOF TSP is in Al Risalah and they have little
visible presence in Rajim al Hadid. However, IHAO are planning to distribute IRR supplied by an INGO in Rajim
al Hadid this week. The Public Distribution System has reportedly not started in these neighbourhoods. Some
families rely on relatives bringing supplies to them from the camps – a difficult journey which can take an
entire day. Others simply leave the city and go to the camps because supplies are unavailable to them near
their homes. In Al Yarmuk we were told of people surviving on grass and water collected in explosion craters
before making the decision to leave.
Livelihoods: As a measure of food security, the preponderance of markets – particularly in nearby Al Amil –
can be misleading; most families do not have money to spend and there are very few opportunities for
generating an income. Markets themselves are often owned by several families combining their – possibly
borrowed – resources, and the lack of local purchasing power is naturally bad for business. Portage is another
visible means of earning money while vehicles remain a rare sight (most were either torched by ISIS or
bulldozed aside by Iraqi forces, but those that own them are frustrated at not being permitted to use them to
travel outside the city for livelihood reasons), as is the collection and sale to dealers of copper cables from the
streets and overhead pylons. The sale of belongings is also common, and although it has not yet been reported
to us during our research, circumstances indicate a high risk of women being forced into prostitution.
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Street cleaning: Following food and water, street cleaning was highlighted as the priority need in Nablous and
Rajim al Hadid. Rubble still blocks many of the streets, making some inaccessible. Rajim al Hadid has been
particularly damaged by airstrikes, and some residents seemed resentful of this. We were informed that EOD
teams had swept through the neighbourhood and safely detonated remaining IEDs and removed UXOs.

Destruction and blocked roads in Rajim al Hadid.
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